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Abstract: 

Our project is named Hawkerpreneurs and our project group ID is 4-023. The group 

members are Chia Zhi Yao (leader), Jerome Goh, and Ted Teo. Our project is an ode 

to Generation Y hawkers and we aim to highlight and raise awareness about the new 

and interesting dishes and cuisines that they are currently introducing to our local 

hawker scene. Our end goal would be to create several resources and activities aimed 

at promoting this new hawker culture and encourage more 13- to 16-year-olds to 

patronise these Generation Y Hawker stalls. 

 

Our group members: Chia Zhiyao, Jerome Goh, Ted Teo 

 

Introduction: 
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The main rationale behind our project came from our group members noticing the 

emergence of a new generation of hawkers that viewed the local hawker culture 

differently from past generations. In recent years, there has been a growing trend of 

young hawkers serving fusion or modern food in hawker centres, thereby diversifying 

the nature of cuisines and options there. In addition, these young hawkers view being 

a hawker as more of a business, rather than simply a way to make ends. The traits 

and attributes of these young hawkers closely resemble that of an entrepreneur, thus 

the term “Hawkerpreneur” was coined by locals to describe this new breed of hawkers. 

These factors inspired us to choose this topic for our Project Work and encouraged us 

to embark on this journey. The objectives of our project include discovering and 

acknowledging the efforts of the new generation of hawkers, learning how Generation 

Y hawkers plan to keep the hawker tradition alive and finally create resources and 

activities aimed at promoting this hawker culture. Our target audience would be 

students from ages 13 to 16. We chose this target audience as we feel that a younger 

target audience would be more inclined to try these innovate dishes that Generation 

Y hawkers offer. In addition, students in this age group are more tech-savvy and would 

have a higher chance of accessing and utilising the resource packages that we rolled 

out. The resources that we created including items such as an interactive website, a 

companion app, and two fun learning journeys.  

 

Review: 

We have reviewed several newspaper articles that touched on the hawker culture in 

Singapore and how Generation Y hawkers were making small but noticeable 

contributions in promoting our precious culture, even though our hawker culture is in 

danger of disappearing (Lai, 2019). In addition, we compared our project with several 

other existing projects and resources to ascertain the feasibility and the needs of our 

project. Overall, we found that our project was different from the rest as our focus 

was highlighting the stories, contributions and food dished out by Generation Y 

Hawkers. In addition, we also conducted 2 field trips for students to have a first-hand 

experience and a taste of the food prepared by Generation Y hawkers. This was 

something that the other projects did not offer. 
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Example of newspaper article reviewed to prove necessity of our project. 

 

Methodology: 

Before carrying out our project, we conducted a needs analysis based on our target 

audience. We had a sample size of 58 responses and collated feedback and opinions 

to prove that there is a need for our project. When creating our resources, we decided 

to use tools such as WIX and Appy Pie to aid us. We had to first go down to the scene 

to interview the selected hawkers and gather their opinions. We then used the 

information we had collated to create our resources. The website contained all the 

information on the hawker stalls we had interviewed and a general overview of our 

project and the activities that we carried out. The companion app was designed with 

the objective of educating the students in mind. The companion app contains 

background information and snippets of the inspiration and fun facts of innovative new 

dishes such as “Donburi Inspired Yong Tau Foo Bowl”, “Modern Prawn Paste Chicken 

Wings”, “Seafood Pirates’ Seafood Soup” and many others. This would allow students 

to know how these exciting and innovative dishes came to fruition and the stories 

behind their creation. Lastly, the learning journey allowed us to bring several students 

to experience and taste the foods that these Generation Y Hawkers were dishing out. 

It also helped to ensure that our project had the desired purpose of reaching out and 

educating our target audience. In total, we conducted 2 learning journeys, with 6 

students joining us on the first one and 11 participants for the second one. We felt that 
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the number of participants for our learning journeys were the perfect size as we were 

unable to effectively lead a larger group. We brought the participants to several stalls 

and locations in the Yishun Area on 28th of June and the 4th of August. Over the course 

of the two learning journeys, our participants tried Generation Y hawker food from an 

array of stalls, including “Ah Tan Wings”, “Seafood Pirates”, “Ah Lock Tofu”, “Smokin’ 

Joe”, “Yap’s Noodles”, “Da San Yuan”, “Jiao Cai Hotplate BBQ” and “Hua Hua Cooking 

& Eating”. In addition to visiting the different Generation Y Hawker stalls, participants 

also got a chance to try out our website and app. Lastly, to further ascertain that our 

learning journey and resources had the desired outcome of promoting the Generation 

Y Hawker culture, we carried out a pre and post learning journey survey to obtain 

qualitative evidence of the success of our resource.  

 

Some of the responses from the participants after attending the learning journey. 
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Of all the participants that attended, majority were familiar with at least 4 Generation 

Y hawkers. 
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Snippets of our website.  

 

Outcome & Discussions: 

Overall, all our resources were successful. The feedback garnered from our two 

learning journeys was positive, with many commenting that they would like to 

participate in more of such activities. Our website and app were also well-liked during 

our pilot tests. However, there were some limitations and problems we faced along the 

way. For example, some of the hawkers that we approached declined to be 

interviewed or be featured in our project. In addition, due to limited resources and time, 

we were not able to feature as many hawkers as we had initially planned. Lastly, we 

were not able to cover Generation Y hawkers from every corner in Singapore and had 

to settle for mostly hawkers in the Yishun Area. Possible further works could include 

creating an interactive game and further expanding on the number of hawkers featured. 

We feel that a game would be extremely interesting and would garner lots of attention 

from our target audience.. 

 

Our 1st Learning Journey 
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Our 2nd Learning Journey 

 

Conclusion: 

Throughout this project, we have learnt skills such as communicating with people who 

were older than us, how to organise learning journeys and how to work as a team. All 

of these skills have allowed us to grow and mature as a team and as individuals. This 

project had bonded all 3 of us together and gave us a deeper insight into Singapore’s 

hawker culture. Although we encountered several challenges along the way such as 

a heavy workload and people not turning up for our learning journeys, we managed to 

overcome them and push out our resources to the best of our abilities. These 

challenges have allowed us to think on our feet and gain new skills and experiences 

that would enable us to improve and excel. Overall, we feel that while this journey has 

been arduous and demanding at times, it has been a very fruitful one. We have had 

many fun and memorable experiences working on this project and while we know it is 

not perfect, we are proud of our efforts.  
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